PROSE: TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA

A J CRONIN

INTRODUCTION:

This title was taken from the early play by William Shakespeare, the title of this story ‘Two Gentlemen of Verona’ is gripping. The story is about how two sincere and selfless young boys face hardships for the treatment of their sister who suffering from tuberculosis. It conveys the message that as long as people are willing to make sacrifices for the well-being of others, there is hope for humanity.
ADVENT OF NARRATOR:
The narrator is driving through the foothills of the Alps along with his companion. While driving on the outskirts of Verona, two young boys who sell wild strawberries stop their car. The small boys appear to be quite shabby and the driver is not keen on buying strawberries from them. Then the narrator’s companion gets to know that the boys are brothers. The elder one aged 13 is Nicola, and the younger brother, aged 12, is Jacopo. The narrator and his companion buy the biggest basket of strawberries from the boys and go towards the city.
MULTIPLE WORKS OF BROTHERS:
The next morning, they again see the same two boys doing the shoe shining job and on being asked, they say that they do many things for a living.

They also tell the narrator and his companion that they could work as guides and show the visitors places of interest in the town. So, the narrator asks them to take them to Juliet’s tomb. During the time of their stay in the town, the two young boys turn out to be very helpful to the visitors.

Then, the boys are found with a bundle of unsold newspapers and are ready to sell them when the last bus arrived one night. The narrator then talks to them and asks them why they are working so hard. He also told them that they seem to fetch sufficient money, so why were they not spending anything on clothes and food. Nicola tells him that they had something in their minds but he does not elaborate.
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REQUEST OF JACOPO:

Jacopo then requests the narrator to drop them in his car to the village Poleta that is around 30 kilometers away. He requests him and says that it would be a great favor. Although, Nicola does not like the fact that his brother is troubling the narrator. But the narrator gladly agrees to help the boys with reaching that place. So, the next afternoon, he along with his companion drives to the village. After dropping them, the small boys enter a large red-roofed villa, which is actually a hospital.
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RED ROOFED VILLA AT POLETA AND UNVEILING THE TRUTH ABOUT LUCIA:

The narrator hesitates to enter the hospital room. He tries to find out from the nurse about the girl in the hospital and the boys.

Later, the nurse tells him that Lucia is the sister of these two boys and is suffering from tuberculosis. She also mentions that a bomb destroyed their home during the war. And even their father, a widower, had got killed during the early part of the war. When he died, his three children were left to starve. She told the narrator that the boys also started hating the Germans who came to rule the city and even became a part of the resistance movement. Once the war was over, Lucia got afflicted with tuberculosis and the boys had to admit her to the hospital. So, they have been trying their best to make the payments regularly to the hospital.

The narrator waited outside the room. He did not say anything to the boys on their way back in order to give the impression that they did not know about their secret.
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CONCLUSION:
The main idea of the author is to underline the virtues that make a man a man. The story captures the sentiment that true humanity is not about letting go, and it is about courage and determination. The two young gentlemen of Verona face their difficulties head on without a single complaint. Their love and emotional strength are truly commendable. And the boys’ maturity and sense of responsibility are also praiseworthy. These boys display exemplary courage amidst extreme poverty and devastation and the author manages to find real inspiration from their lives.

MORAL:
“When life puts you in tough situation: Don’t say why me? Instead just say try me”